ABSTRAC

This dorm present starts from the idealism place that claimed responsibility with social issues. it is a home and education place for the special students Qoran learner, the students will receive the cost of living and education expenses in representative dorm. This dorm under manage by organization of agency professionally. This is expected to create dorm es specially students be a cadre of leaders who understand the Quran and assunah the mastery of science and technology as well as supplies, for the interior design of the building is needed of identity as a boarding house of Al-quran learner with the modern concept of the middle east.

Dorm interior design and building apply on the theme of identity in according with the dorm as a more modern physical feature on the building, as well as in the eastern style ornaments applied, because the spread of Islamic civilization in different parts of the world is growing rapidly and left his mark in various areas, centered or derived from the african / middle east.

Research Approach method is by way of carrying out research in the form of Diagnostic Approach, Perform excavation of the setting / situation where the environment was, and theoretical distinguishing theories with each other, to explore the theory or opinion on deepening understood better done by
measuring it against the theory another real situation on the ground as well.
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